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Abstract. The discovery, representation and reconstruction of Business
Networks (BN) from Network Mining (NM) raw data is a difficult prob-
lem for enterprises. This is due to huge amounts of complex business
processes within and across enterprise boundaries, heterogeneous tech-
nology stacks, and fragmented data. To remain competitive, visibility
into the enterprise and partner networks on different, interrelated ab-
straction levels is desirable. We present a novel data discovery, mining
and network inference system, called Business Network System (BNS),
that reconstructs the BN - integration and business process networks
- from raw data, hidden in the enterprises’ landscapes. BNS provides a
new, declarative foundation for gathering information, defining a network
model, inferring the network and check its conformance to the real-world
“as-is” network. The paper covers both the foundation and the key fea-
tures of BNS, including its underlying technologies, its overall system
architecture, and its most interesting capabilities.
Key words: Information Retrieval, Network Meta-Model, Network Min-
ing, Network Reconstruction
1 Introduction
Enterprises are part of value chains consisting of business processes connecting
intra- and inter-enterprise participants. The network that connects these par-
ticipants with their technical, social and business relations is called a Business
Network (BN). Even though this network is very important for the enterprise,
there are few - if any - people in the organization who understand this network
as the relevant data is hidden in heterogeneous enterprise system landscapes.
Yet simple questions about the network (e.g., which business processes require
which interfaces, which integration artifacts are obsolete) remain difficult to
answer, which makes the operation and lifecycle management like data migra-
tion, landscape optimization and evolution hard and more expensive increasing
with the number of the systems. To change that, Network Mining (NM) sys-
tems are used to discover and extract raw data [13] - be it technical data (e.g.,
configurations of integration products like Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [8])
or business data (e.g., information about a supplier in a Supplier Relationship
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Management (SRM) product). The task at hand is to provide a system, that
automatically discovers and reconstructs the “as-is” BN from the incomplete,
fragmented, cross-domain NM data and make it accessible for visualization and
analysis.
Previous work on NM systems [13] and their extension towards a holistic
management of BN [15] provide a comprehensive, theoretical foundation on how
to build a system suited to this task. With the Business Network System (BNS),
we are exploiting this opportunity stated by these requirements. In particular,
we are leveraging the work on the modeling and reconstruction of integration
networks [17], conformance checking of implicit data models [16], the client API
[14] and the BN model [12] to deliver an emergent, holistic foundation for a
declarative BN management system.
In this work we present a system for BN data management, that (semi-)
automatically discovers and reconstructs the “as-is” BN and visualizes its inter-
related perspectives on the network. The major contributions of this work are
(1) a list of the most important requirements of a BNS, derived from previous
work, and (2) an emergent enterprise-ready architecture for declarative BN data
management from the existing NM components. The application of our inference
approach to real-world enterprise landscapes and performance numbers of the
query processing can be found in [17] and [14], hence are not part of this paper.
Section 2 guides from the theoretical work conducted in the area of NM [13]
and Business Network Management (BNM) [15] to the real-world requirements
and capabilities of a BNS and sketches a high-level view on the system (refers
to (1)). Section 3 takes up the work on the inference [17] and the BN model
[12] to combine them towards a homogeneous approach with transformations
from the various domain models in the customer landscapes up to the client
API. Based on that, a declarative programming approach is explained, which
combines the model checking [16], network reconstruction [17] and data access
approaches [14] towards the overall system architecture (refers to (2)). Section 4
reviews and discusses related work. Section 5 concludes the paper and lists some
of the future work.
2 Building a System for Infering and Managing BNs
The BN consists of a set of interrelated perspectives of domain networks (e.g.,
business process, integration, social), that provide a contextualized view on
which business processes (i.e., business perspective) are currently running, im-
plemented on which integration capabilities (i.e., integration perspective) and
operated by whom (i.e., social perspective). To compute the BN [17], Network
Mining (NM) systems automatically discover raw data from the enterprise land-
scapes [13]. These conceptual foundations are extended to theoretically ground
the new BN data management domain [15].
Based on this foundation and on related work, the fundamental requirements
and capabilities of a BNS can be summarized to the following: REQ-1 The data
for the reconstruction of the BN shall be (semi-)automatically discovered within
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the enterprise landscapes and cloud applications, only guided by domain-specific
configurations from a domain expert (from [13]), REQ-2 There shall be a com-
mon model, suitable for the network reconstruction task, to which the domain-
specific data is transformed. The inference approach shall be independent from
the domains (from [17, 1]), REQ-3 The transformed data shall be loaded to scal-
able and continuously running BN inference programs (from [17, 13]), REQ-4
The BN inference programs shall be described declaratively, that the source code
must not be changed and non-technical personas (e.g., the domain expert) can
flexibly specify own programs (from [17]), REQ-5 and shall allow cross-domain
and enterprise/ tenant reconstruction, which requires a system accessible by
all enterprises in the network, e.g., a public or private cloud setup (from [17]),
REQ-6 It is assumed that the model represents the real world “as-is” artifacts.
However, the data comes possibly from different sources or user input and has
to be checked for compliance before loading to the raw data store (from [16, 1]),
REQ-7 The system shall support different perspectives (i.e., views) on the BN
(e.g., business process, integration) (from [12]), and REQ-8 The client API shall
allow remote access as well as scalable query, traversal and full-text search across
the interconnected BN perspectives (e.g., through index creation) (from [14]).
To sketch an idea on what these requirements mean for the construction of a
BNS, Figure 2 provides a high-level view on the core capabilities of our BNS. On
the bottom right enterprise data is depicted, which is a mix of business process,
social and integration artifacts stored in databases, packaged applications, sys-
tem landscape directories (e.g., SAP SLD [19]), middleware systems (e.g., SAP
PI [18]), documents/ files, application back-ends, and so on. When pointed to an
enterprise data source through configuration by a domain expert, the BNS in-
trospects the source’s metadata (e.g., WSDL file for Web service), discovers and
transforms the domain data to a common representation (see REQ-1, REQ-2 ).
Other functional and queryable data sources are similarly processed. The com-
mon representation, referred to as the physical model in Figure 2 (i.e., later called
inference model), is a uniform, formalization of the enterprise’s data sources (see
REQ-2 ). The center of Figure 2 shows the core elements of an NM system, the-
oretically discussed in [13, 15], which computes the perspectives of the BN for
client access. Rather than interacting directly with the underlying data sources,
or even with the more uniform physical model, a BNS client application works
on the BN perspectives (i.e., the logical model, later called BN model). For that,
the physical model is loaded and checked for conformance to the inference model
by a declarative model checker based on automata theory [16] (see REQ-6 ). Af-
ter the loaded data has been checked it is stored as raw data for the continuously
running network reconstruction programs (see REQ-3 ) using logic programming
(i.e., our approach uses Datalog due to rationale discussed in [17]; see REQ-4 ).
Since the BN reconstruction works on cross-domain and enterprise data, and
(cloud) applications want to access the BN data, the NM-part of the system
is located in the public or private cloud (see REQ-5 ), while the discovery-part
is located in the enterprise system landscapes. This results in interrelated net-
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Fig. 1. Network Mining a la Business Network System
work perspectives, which are accessed by the clients for network visualization,
simulation or analytics (see REQ-7 ).
3 Network Mining in the BNS
3.1 The BNS Models
The premise of NM is that all information required to compute the BN is avail-
able in the enterprises’ landscapes. In fact, the information can be found scat-
tered across divers data sources, which come with different meta-data, formats,
data semantics and quality (e.g., a SAP PI Business System [18] represents a
node in the BN, later called participant or system. The information about its
interfaces can be found in the middleware system, e.g., SAP PI, however its de-
scription and physical host it runs on is usually maintained in a system landscape
directory, e.g., SAP SLD [19]). The network inference approach must not know
about the domain-specificities, but should be more generally able to identify an
entity and assign all its data fragments (see REQ-2 ). Hence, the BNS provides
deployable components specific to the different domains, which can be config-
ured to extract information from the data sources, pre-analyzes and transforms
it into the inference model, defined in [17] (see REQ-1 ). Since in our approach
the inference programs are written as Datalog rules [20], the inference model is
represented as Datalog facts. Figure 2 (right) shows the node part of the infer-
ence model, whose basic entities are system and host. Each entity in the inference
model (e.g., node) holds a reference to its origin (i.e., meta-data about the data
source and original object instance).
The distributed, domain-specific analysis decentralizes the information dis-
covery process and guarantees that no domain logic has to be encoded in the
inference programs (see REQ-2 ). The decentralized discovery components collect
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Fig. 2. Excerpts from the inference model (right) and BN model (left) showing only
parts of the node definition.
the transformed information and push them to the inference system at a config-
urable schedule. With this operation, the current state of the system is moved to
the inference system, which stores the information in the local knowledge base
as raw data. Through that, the inference programs only rely on local raw data,
which ensures more efficient processing and makes it less dependent on network
communication. However, the attached origin information keeps the link to the
original records in the respective data sources (i.e., needed for provenance and
continuous loading from the same source).
In Datalog, the raw data represents the extensible database (EDB) relations,
which are evaluated by intensional database (IDB) rules (i.e., the inference pro-
grams). The result of the evaluation is the BN, which is already represented in
a computer readable, visualizable standard as network-centric BPMN [12]. Fig-
ure 2 (left) shows the node part of the BN model, derived from the BPMN 2.0
collaboration-conversation diagram. The Participant corresponds to the system
from the inference model. In addition, the inference programs compute Partici-
pantLink, which represent semantic contextualization between participants from
different network perspectives (see REQ-6 ). The business process and integra-
tion perspectives are built-in and defined as NetworkSpaces, which are part of
the Network (i.e., BN; see REQ-7 ).
3.2 Declarative Network Mining and Extensibility
The choice for two models throughout the whole architecture (i.e., inference
model and BN model) helps to separate the distributed discovery and inference
from the (remote) access for search, query and traversal. Furthermore this allows
for a possibly different model evolution between the two models (e.g., new fields,
entities added to the BN do not necessarily need to be propagated to the inference
model). That means, only information from the automatic discovery has to be
added in the inference model and programs. More concrete, an end-to-end model
extension would require the (1) inference model and (2) its conformance checks,
(3) the BN model, (4) the inference programs, and (5) the indices for query and
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traversal to change. Clearly, this is no task that should be done manually in
the source code. Rather a configurable, declarative, model-centric approach is
preferable (see REQ-4 ).
Fig. 3. Declaration and configuration capabilities of the BNS
Figure 3 shows the end-to-end declaration and configuration approach chosen
for the BNS. The inference model provides the specification for the compilation
and configuration of the conformance checks (details on the DSL are in [16] and
the Datalog programs for the inference task are in [17]). While the conformance
checks can be generated and configured without additional manual adaptation
(see REQ-6 ), the inference programs can only partially be generated, since they
represent domain expert knowledge (e.g., business process, integration), which
cannot be derived from the inference model yet. However, this is a natural exten-
sion point, which allows domain experts to write their own inference programs
to tweak the BN (see REQ-4 ). The BN model has to be adjusted before to al-
low the Datalog program to reference the modified entities. The resource graph
representation and index structures for search, query and traversal of the BN
adapt to changes in the BN model through a generic model interpretation (see
REQ-8 ).
The remaining major, manual effort are the mapping of the domain-specific
artifacts to the modified inference model and the adaptation of the source code
that discovers the information in the enterprise landscape. Since these tasks still
require significant expert knowledge and vary between enterprise landscapes, the
automation is left for further research.
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3.3 Continuous Business Network Reconstruction
The raw data is pushed from the discovery components (i.e., from different enter-
prise landscapes) into the knowledge base in the BNS (i.e., cloud system). Since
the records in the knowledge base are Datalog facts and the inference programs
are represented as Datalog rules, a Datalog system runs the programs without
additional transformations. For each of the defined network perspectives in the
BN, a set of Datalog rules is defined and executed during the inference task.
For instance, the programs for the integration perspective have to cope with
challenges like (a) cross-middleware inference, (b) combination of embedded and
mediated communication, (c) message flow reconstruction (i.e., edges), and (d)
fragmented information registered in different systems and with different seman-
tics (e.g., runtime, system landscape, and configuration data). The basic entities
relevant for the inference are nodes, i.e., logical entities like applications or ten-
ants, called System (see Figure 2 (right)), running on physical hosts, and edges
representing the communication between systems via messages, the MessageFlow
(not shown). Technically, messages are exchanged over interfaces, Interface, and
channels, containing e.g. services, bindings and operations, which we represent
as IncomingConfiguration and OutgoingConfiguration (not shown). The inbound
and outbound configurations are considered separate entities, since they carry
important information about the message flows, thus helping to reconstruct the
edges. Fig. 4(a) shows sample System and Host data as well as additional knowl-
(a) System and
Host facts
(b) Abstract sample rule
on Host equivalences
(c) Executable inference plan
for Host equivalences
Fig. 4. Sample Datalog facts showing how a detected system equivalence leads to a
host equivalence (with corresponding Datalog execution plan)
edge about their relationship. This data is represented as Datalog facts according
to the inference model. Semantic relations between e.g. System and Host entities
are runs on as “implemented-by” semantic (see Figure 4(a)), further specify the
systems (refers to challenge (d)).
For that, our inference approach exploits the knowledge about the basic en-
tities to find instance equivalences, message flows and merge them to a network.
the basic idea is to identify single, unique systems and compute call graphs
on outgoing and incoming configurations from which message flows are derived
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(a) Outbound/ Inbound call graph for
deriving Message Flows
(b) Finding and merging equivalent
systems
Fig. 5. Call graph showing message flow reconstruction and property merges
(refers to challenge (c)). The single system call graphs are then merged to a
multi-system graph, which denotes the integration network. Consider Fig. 5(a),
which shows the call graph from configuration equivalences (dotted red circles
around black configuration points) are computed leading to connected systems
(circles). That leads to the construction of message flows and is usually done after
System equivalences (dotted red circle) are found as depicted in Fig. 5(b). The
simple (diamonds) and complex (grey circles) system properties are checked for
merge (refers to challenges (a,b,d)). In this case the simple properties are added
to the joint system instance and the complex properties are equivalent, thus
merged to one instance (see Fig. 6, “Merge Subtypes”).
Fig. 6. Call graph showing complex entity property merge, message flow reconstruction
and system equivalence merge
During the continuous process of unique instance detection (see REQ-3 ),
flow reconstruction and call graph merge, new instances from new data sources
can be added (see Fig. 6, “New Message Flow construction”). For that, flows
are reconstructed based on the outgoing and incoming call graphs and system
equivalence is checked. These operations can be applied in any order. Fig. 6,
“Final Network” shows the resulting network after call graph merges. Since the
new system is equivalent to the existing one, but the message flows are differ-
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ent, the systems are merged and connected to the rest of the network through
two distinct flows. In addition, programs for cross perspective correlation strive
to find (semantic) connections between participants (i.e., ParticipantLink) and
between message flows (i.e., MessageFlowLinks derived from the BPMN 2.0 Mes-
sageFlowAssociation; see Figure 2 (left)). The whole network inference process
is designed to run continuously. In that way, the source data can be brought to
the knowledge base as raw data in any order and at any time. The inference
programs would then pick-up the current snapshot of the raw data, and thus
guarantee that the data is eventually up-to-date and independent of the load
order (see REQ-3 ).
4 Related Work
Our approach for integration network representation and inference is based on
Datalog, which is a well-researched topic [6, 20] that had its revival recently
due to good parallelization capabilities, latest through [2, 7]. Even in the en-
terprise analytics domain, Datalog was recently applied, mainly through work
of [3]. However, these approaches address non-network inference domains for
which they define extensions. For the overall system approach, related work is
conducted in the area of Process Mining (PM) [1], which sits between com-
putational intelligence and data mining. It has similar requirements for data
discovery, conformance and enhancement with respect to NM [13], but does not
work with network models and inference. PM exclusively strives to derive BPM
models from process logs. Hence PM complements BNM in the area of business
process discovery. Gaining insight into the network of physical and virtual nodes
within enterprises is only addressed by the Host entity in NIM, since it is not
primarily relevant for visualizing and operating integration networks. This do-
main is mainly addressed by the IT service management [10] and virtualization
community [5], which could be considered when introducing physical entities
to our meta-model. The linked (web) data research, shares similar approaches
and methodologies, which have so far neglected linked data within enterprises
and mainly focused on RDF-based approaches [4]. Applications of Datalog in
the area of linked data [11] and semantic web [9] show that it is used in the
inference domain, however not used for network inference.
5 Discussion and Future Work
In this work, we present a reference implementation of a Business Network Sys-
tem based on the theory on Business Networks [13] and Business Network Man-
agement [15] by combining some of the work on conformance checking [16], busi-
ness network inference [17] and a client API [14] into an emergent, enterprise-
ready architecture. The architecture consitutes a holistic network data man-
agement platform, reaching from the information retrieval, network mining and
inference, up to the BN.
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The topics of declarative, automatic information retrieval and inference pro-
gram generation require further investigation.
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